Overview

- GPS User Support Update
  - FAA NOTAM Office / Satellite Operations Group
  - USCG NAVCEN
  - AFSPC GPS Operations Center
- User Questions / Discussion
FAA GPS User Support

• GPS Notice to Airman (NOTAM)
  • Process update
    • 2SOPS electronically sends Notice Advisory to Navstar Users (NANU) to the USAF NOTAM Office
    • USAF NOTAM Office converts the NANU into a NOTAM
    • FAA NOTAN Office distributes the GPS NOTAM
FAA GPS User Support

• GPS Anomaly Reporting
  • Pilots can report GPS anomalies
    • Defined in the Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM)
  • New FAA webpage to report GPS anomalies
    • Easy to access
    • Minimal effort
    • Designated exclusively for aviation reporting

http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/nas/gps_reports/
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/nas/gps_reports/
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Your turn!
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